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THE SECOND PROTO-SLAVIC PALATALISATION IN SLOVENE
DIALECT MORPHOPHONOLOGY AND THE ETYMOLOGY OF [PIK
,MOUNTAIN TOP’

Druga praslovanska regresivna palatalizacija je povzro~ila morfofonolo{ke menjave v slovenski
sklanjatvi ter spregatvi. Menjave tipa otrok : otroci najdemo v I in M mn. o-jevskih osnov ter v nekaterih velelnikih. V slovenskih nare~jih jo najdemo tudi v M ed. o-jevskih in a-jevskih osnov ter v
pridevni{ki sklanjatvi. ^lanek namerava obravnavati ohranitev in razdelitev omenjenih menjav v
slovenskih nare~jih. Zato nudi gradivo iz vseh nare~nih skupin in ga vrednoti. V zvezi s tem bo
predlagana nova etimologija besede in toponima {pik. Avtor dokazuje, da je {pik lahko retrogradna
tvorba na osnovi neizpri~anega M ed. *{pice, sposojenke iz nem. Spitze ,{pik’. Beseda {pik je izpri~ana v nare~jih, kjer je druga praslovanska palatalizacija ohranjena v vsaj nekaj o-jevskih osnovah.
slovenska nare~ja, regresivna palatalizacija, etimologija, morfofonologija
The second Proto-Slavic regressive palatalisation resulted in morpho-phonological alternations
in nominal and verbal inflections in Slovene. We find alternation stems of the type otrok : otroci in the
nom. and loc.pl. of o-stems and in imperatives. In dialects, it is also attested in the loc.sg. of o- and
a-stems and in the adjectival declension. The present article discusses the preservation of these
alternations and their distribution in Slovene dialects. Material from all dialect groups is evaluated. In
relation to this, a new etymology of the word {pik ,mountain top’ is proposed. It is argued that {pik is a
back-formation from an unattested loc.sg. *{pice, which is itself a borrowing from the German Spitze
,mountain top’. The word is attested in dialects where the second Proto-Slavic palatalisation is
preserved in the loc.sg. of at least a few o-stems.
Slovene dialects, regressive palatalisation, etymology, morphophonology

The second Slavic regressive palatalisation, often simply referred to as the
“second palatalisation”, palatalises the velars *k, *g and *x to *}, *d? and *W respectively. In Slovene, they are reflected as c, z and s. The palatalisation took place in the
late common Slavic period and was phonemicised after the Slavs had settled in the
areas where Slovene is spoken today. The evidence that the palatalisation was still
taking place at the time is provided by toponyms like Zilja < *gÄl-, cf. German Gail,
and Celje < Lat. Celeia (see Greenberg 2000: 72f.). When the velar was in root-final
position, paradigmatic alternations between forms with a velar and forms with a
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palatal could arise. These alternations were often levelled out in Slovene. The
standard language only preserves traces of the palataliszation in the nom.pl. otróci,
loc.pl. otr£cih to otròk, and in the imperatives réci, téci, péci, vlzci, oblzci, slzci,
szci, tólci, lézi, sézi, -prézi, strzzi, strízi, v¡zi, and archaic pomózi. In the older
literature, the number of categories retaining the palatalisation is considerably larger
(cf. Ramov{ 1924: 289ff.). The main categories where one finds reflexes of the
palatalisation are:1
1. The nom. and loc.pl. of masculine o-stems, e.g. vólci, t¡zih, otróci, loc.pl.
otr£cih, sometimes also analogically in the ins.pl.: otr£ci for otr£ki.
2. The loc.sg. of masculine and neuter o-stems (usually with the endings -e or -i,
which are originally the endings of the o- and êo-stems, respectively): potóce (to
pótok), blázi (to blagÖ), grzse (to grzh).
3. The loc.sg. of feminine a-stems: n£ze.
4. Before the adjectival endings m./n.gen.sg. -iga, m./n.dat.sg. -imu,
m./n.loc(/ins.?).sg., dat.pl. -im, m.nom.pl. -i, gen./loc.du./pl. -ih, ins.pl. -imi:
drúziga, drúzimu, drúzih, drúzim, drúzimi.
5. Imperatives of the type réci, v¡zi, pomózi.
There are no Slovene dialects in which every one of these variants occur, but all
dialects preserve some traces. I collected examples of the five types described above
from dialect descriptions that were available to me. To these, dialect examples
adduced by Ramov{ (1924: 291, 1935) and Greenberg (2000: 73) have been added.
It is obvious that the overview will not be exhaustive due to this modus operandi; it
merely intends to show the variation and the distribution of dialect forms.2 Since
descriptive linguists are naturally more likely to note exceptional or alternating
forms than forms showing no deviations whatsoever, descriptions of dialects that do
not preserve a large number of the paradigmatic alternations under investigation
often contain little evidence to prove this. The discussion of the southern and eastern
dialects of Slovene, where the palatalisation is less well preserved, is thus
necessarily much briefer than that of the northern and western dialects. This state of
affairs hardly reflects the choice of dialect literature that has been consulted. In
addition to the literature mentioned in the bibliography, I scanned Rigler and
Logar’s collected papers, the Slovene contributions to Fonolo{ki opisi (1981) and
most dialect descriptions that appeared in Slavisti~na revija for relevant material.

1 All

examples have been šstandardized’.
unpublished materials of the Slovenski lingvisti~ni atlas should provide more evidence, as the
questionnaire contains the loc.sg. of trebuh, the whole paradigm of otrok, and the forms na noze, na roce,
na potoce, oresi, drugega/-zega, takega/-cega, visokega/-cega, suhega/-sega (Benedik 1999: 28, 53, 71).
Imperatives of the type réci are not in the questionnaire. Neither the data for the Slovenski lingvisti~ni atlas,
nor dialect material published in Jezikoslovni zapiski were available to me.
2 The
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Carinthian
Carinthian is one of the dialect groups that preserves the reflexes of the palatalisation relatively well. The material from Slovenian Carinthia is rather limited. For
Rem{nik, Ramov{ adduces the toponym u M&rpÎrzî ,in Maribor’ (1935: 29), and for
Me`ica he gives na ràcî, next to na ràkî (1924: 291).
For the Podjuna dialect, Zdovc (1972: 146f., forms from Rinkolach) gives
nom.pl. utròci (Grafenbach utr'ûcÎ, Ojstrica otròci), analogically also ins.pl. z
utrÏÎci (Ojstrica otrúÎcmi, but loc.pl. otroókÎh), o-stem loc.sg. mlíÎci (Grafenbach
mlíÎcÎ), êTrmaci ,fair’, trãÓnci, also in the toponyms BlVci ,Villach’, PlübÎrci
,Bleiburg’, MVrpÎrci ,Maribor’, RWxpÎrci ,Rechberg’, TrTbÎrci ,Dravograd’, a-stem
loc.sg. rËci, analogically also loc.pl. rËcex, but the imperatives pè~i, strí`i, Ojstrica
rè~i generalised the root-final consonant of the present tense.
The Obirsko dialect preserves palatalisation in the following forms (Karni~ar
1990: 55f.): in Ebriach nom.pl. utróc, o-stem loc.sg. mlé:c, swÎjà:c ,pigsty’, wóÎ:z
,grove’, in the toponyms w Putò:c and w Qu`lá:c, and the a-stem loc.sg. r9:c, in
Trögern o-stem loc.sg. w trí:psÎ ,belly’.
The Ro` dialect preserves reflexes in nom.pl. ÓûÓcë (Ramov{ 1935: 13),
Breznica nom.pl. wotRocË, Kostanje o-stem loc.sg. u pot£:ce, a-stem loc.sg. na
ãó:cË (< *rÜci3), but na nó:êË (< *nogi), Sele a-stem loc.sg. ã¢ac (Isa~enko) < *-i,
analogically introduced in the gen.sg. r9:ci (Karni~ar) < *-a, also gen.sg. mwá:ci
,puddle’, further o-stem loc.sg. wóÎ:z ,grove’ and in toponyms: Plì:bÎrc ,Bleiburg’,
Blá:c ,Villach’, na Hú:mpËrc.
In the western part of the Zilja dialect, the palatalisation is preserved in the
nom.pl. trwËci, and loc.pl. trúÎcÎh ,child’, in the o-stem loc.sg. mlíÎce, sìrce ,corn’,
píÎsÎce ,sand’, krÙse, làbrase ,forest property’, and in the toponyms BÎláce
,Villach’, PÚdnce ,Mount Poludnig’ and T«ze ,Hermagor’, as well as in the a-stem
loc.sg. róce and n£ze (also dat.), where the palatalisation spread to the gen.sg. róce
and n£ze. In the loc.sg. zása~e < *zasmkm the *c has been replaced by ~ on the basis
of the gen.sg., where the velar was affected by a later, dialectal palatalisation: zása~e
< *zasmka. The imperatives rèj~i, pèj~i and tèj~i (Î«~v, pË~v and tË~v in Grafenauer
1905: 209) have generalised the affricate from the present tense. Ramov{ further
adduces the o-stem loc.sg. w&c ,train’, otóc, tráwÎnc and a-stem loc.sg. mÓác
,puddle’, which must come from the eastern part of the Zilja dialect in view of the
apocope of the ending. In Kanalska dolina one finds nom.pl. tr£:cw and the a-stem
loc.sg. na ró:cw, u mó:cw ,flour’, but na n£:jw < *nogm.
Podjuna and Obirsko have the o-stem and a-stem loc.sg. endings -i, which
cannot be the regular reflex of *-m in view of Podjuna êÏtre ,tomorrow’ < *jutrm and
Obirsko tËmle < *tam-lm and must thus reflect *-i. In the Zilja dialect, both endings
3 Ramov{

(1935: 16) cites Ro` rVcb (<*-m).
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are -e < *-m (pace Ramov{ 1952: 57). Ro` has o-stem loc.sg. -e, but a-stem loc.sg. -i.
In the whole of Carinthia, the o-stems have an alternative loc.sg. ending *-u, which
is, however, never found after the palatalised velars.
The Littoral
For the Resia dialect, Steenwijk (1992: 67f. and 237ff.) adduces the following
examples: nom.pl. utrucÍ, from which the palatalisation spread to dat.pl. utrúctn,
ins.pl. utrúci, o-stem loc.sg. mlíct (also mlíku), kúlct ,hill’, pat»ct (also pat»ku),
(j)azàct, srídnict ,outside toilet’, jármarct ,fair’ (cf. Podjuna êTrmaci), tribÍst,
worst ,top’, the toponym Kalvárst and one example of palatalisation in the
adjective drÍzaga. He also gives the imperatives ricà (also ri~Í) and tacÍ ,go!’, but
2pl. zawÍr{tt ,throw away!’. Ramov{ gives a few more forms: nom.pl. örŒsy
(Steenwijk wortjavi), o-stem loc.sg. tárze, loc.pl. terzîh, the toponyms BlŒcœ
,Villach’ and Pölözœ and the imperative specè (Steenwijk only spi~Í).
In the Ter, Nadi`a and So~a dialects, the palatalisation is preserved mainly in the
nominal forms: Ter has o-stem loc.sg. Podbela tu triz:bus, tu bí:rtos, na brì:tosi
,cemetary’ (cf. Bovec brì:toh), Borjana na pató:c, a-stem na ró:c.4 The lost ending
is probably *-i in view of zú:ne, dá:be, driz:be < *-m.
The Nadi`a dialect is equally archaic: Osgnetto nom.pl. oatroc (also in Livek),
loc.pl. otru£cex, the m.nom.pl. adjectival form dúz ,long’, o-stem loc.sg. potó:ce
(but cf. the Livek hydronym Pató:ke, [ekli 2008: 165), San Pietro al Natisone
trebú:se, and in the toponym loc.pl. Palù:ozex (also Palù:ogax, idem: 107).
The So~a dialect of Bovec has an o-stem loc.sg. trâbù:sâ, but mlìwkâ (< *-i, cf.
dà:4e), also in the a-stem loc.pl. ró:câh/rùocâh, nó:zâh, which are probably
analogical after the unattested loc.sg.5 Similar forms are found in Robi~, Kred:
nu£:zÎh, ru£:cÎh, where we also find a toponym Potùûc ,Potoki’.
Further south, the number of archaisms rapidly declines. In Kojsko, for example,
only the o-stem nominative plural utró:c (utró:k) has a palatalised consonant, but in
the locative singular, I find no traces of them: na Í:rk, na nó:g, u trí:epx. Towards
Istria, the reflexes of the second palatalisation in the locative singular have been
replaced (or obscured) by the new, Inner Carniolan palatalisation of velars, which
we find in, for example, Pre{nica na mali:et’â, 'ru:ot’e, Dekani kliabu:}e, waari:eWâ,
Podgorje u tari:epWêâ (but Pre{nica u tari:epx´i), Hru{ica roa}ie, tare:êpWi. The older
palatalisation is, however, preserved in the adjective in Komen vÎ'li:wga.
4 These forms come from Logar 1951 (= 1996: 137–147), where Logar refers to these villages as
belonging to the Nadi`a dialect, an opinion he apparently changed when composing the dialect map of
1983, where the villages belong to Ter.
5 These forms come from Ivan~i~ Kutin 2007; trâbù:sâ is marked as an accusative rather than as a loc.,
dà:4e is probably a mistake for *dá:4e, which is actually mentioned in the same lemma as dá:be, the
distribution between ró:câh and rùocâh is not explained by the author.
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In Inner Carniola itself, we find palatalisation in the nom.pl. Vrbovo otrÓóci,
loc.pl. pÎr otrÓócîc, Dolnje Vreme v"trÓóci, loc.pl. pÎr v"trÓócîc, also secondary
ins.pl. z v"trÙci, but Vrbovo z otrÙt’i < *-ki (Rigler 1963: 174). The palatalisation is
also preserved in the adjectival declension, »vendar redkeje kot v dolen{~ini«
(Rigler 1963: 174), of which Rigler gives examples of the gen.sg.: Dolnje Vreme
drSzga, Ós&wga, velëwga, dùÓzga. All these adjectives have alternative gen.sg. forms
with the later palatalisation: drSêîga, Ós&d’ga, velëzga, dùÓêîga. Finally, the
imperative forms with the second Proto-Slavic palatalisation are abundant: Prem
rXci, tXci, Harije tÙci, Kilov~e vÌrzî, ostrëz, Vrbovo dosëwzi, Pavlica neprëwzi, Ólëwzi,
Dolnje Vreme v"blYc, marginally also Su{ak pomÓózi (elsewhere pom&geê). Except
for rXci, all forms also occur in one or more areas with a secondary ~ or `.
Rovte
In the Rovte dialects the palatalisation is preserved relatively well (pace Ramov{
1935: 83), also in the loc.sg. ^rni Vrh (cf. Tominec 1964: 24) has nom.pl. "tró},
loc.pl. "trÙÎcic, analogically also ins.pl. "trÙÎ}. The /}/ in these forms arose through
loss of *i after *c. Further one finds palatalised o-stem loc.sg. kJ"bÙ}, mlëÎ}, u bJ&W
(blago), p"tÙÎ}, perhaps also p" t"b&}, with unclear meaning (tobacco?), and the
palatalised a-stem loc.sg. u ró}, but also róêk and only n" nóêc. The palatalisation is
also attested in the toponym n" ml&} to mJ&k".
The distribution of the locative endings in ^rni Vrh requires some discussion. A
final unstressed -u was deleted: cm&l < kmalu, st&rm < staremu. This -u was deleted
at a time when masculine o-stems of the type kóêU (a.p. b) still had end stress in the
dat.sg. (*koUù > kóêUu), and the type zët (a.p. c) had end stress in the gen.sg. (*zidÙ >
zQdu), but apparently not in the dat.sg. (*zídu > zët) (a similar explanation was
already given by Rigler 1966: 106). The latter type has a dat.sg. zero ending without
palatalisation of the stem-final consonant (zët), whereas the loc.sg. zero ending is
characterized by palatalisation of the stem-final consonant (zët’) (see Tominec 1964:
29). Originally barytone paradigms of the type br0t (a.p. a) lost their final,
unstressed -u in both dat. and loc.sg (both br&t). We find the same distributions with
the neuter datives: nom.acc.dat. lëet (a.p. a), but nom.acc.sg. mQsu, dat.sg. mëÎs (a.p.
c), whereas in both types the loc.sg. is palatalised lëet’, mëÎW.6
The deleted loc.sg. ending which caused palatalisation in mëÎW, lëÎt’ and zët’ was
either *-m or *-i. There is no evidence that a final jat’ would have been preserved, cf.
n"t&r, drQê, jÙt"r < *-m/-i. Final -i was also regularly lost: nom.pl. "tró}, ins.pl.
"trÙÎ} < *-i. In ^rni Vrh, the loc.sg. ending of masculine and neuter (ê)o-stems was
thus *-u for nouns with fixed root stress, and *-m or *-i elsewhere. The old
6 The sometimes inconsistent notation of palatalisation throughout Tominec’s work calls for prudence (cf.
Rigler 1966: 99f. = 2001: 203f.), but the difference between a.p. a masculine and neuter locative endings
appears to be real, cf. masc. br&t, {t&nt, lÙft, b0k vs. neut. lëÎt’, kulëÎn’, dëÎl (not **dëÎJ).
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palatalisation of velars in the loc.sg. has nothing to do with the palatalisation that the
deleted ending caused in, for example, mëÎW and zët’, cf. loc.sg. kJ"bÙ}, but nom.pl.
kJ"bÙêk’. Word-final -} < *-ci/m in the locatives cannot be due to the new Slovene
dialectal palatalisation that we find in, for example, Inner-Carniola. This is shown
by kësu < *kyselô, which should have become *}ësu if the dialect underwent the new
Slovene dialectal palatalisation.
There are a large number of adjectival forms that preserve traces of the second
palatalisation in ^rni Vrh: us&}g", grQêU}g" (grenek), tQêU}g", wâsó}g", gJ"bó}g",
glÙ?g", dñÓ?g", drÙ?g", dr&?g", sÙ?g", të?g" (for tëz’g"), t&cic, dr&zic, dñÓzic.
The only type of palatalisation that is not attested in ^rni Vrh is that in the
imperative, e.g. rX~, w0r{, which is found further east in Horjul tzc < *tecì (for
which Ramov{ also adduces adjectival gréênwga, next to gréênkiga).
Further north, in @irovska kotlina, we find nom.pl. atrá:c, o-stem loc.sg. na
'patu:oc (a house name), a-stem loc.sg. Óruò:c (v roki), and the adjectival forms
'suzga, daruzga and tá:zga.7
Upper Carniolan
In Upper Carniola the palatal alternation is »skoraj dosledno izravnan« (Ramov{
1924: 289), and partially replaced by the later dialectal Slovene palatalisation (cf.
Ramov{ 1935: 118f.). The dialectal material I could find that presents remains of the
palatalisation is scanty: Kropa loc.pl. ÓotR£:cÎx, but tá:kÎx, adjectival dRù:zga.
Adjectives with palatalisation are also found in Srednja Vas v Bohinju: ta usò:Àga,
ta 'tÎnÀga, ta ubó:Àga, as well as in other parts of north-western Upper Carniolan,
e.g. Ramov{ (1935: 117) tad`g$. In view of the fact that these forms display *~
instead of *c, they are, however, more likely be due to the later Slovene dialectal
palatalisation of k to ~, which took place in these dialects. For Upper Carniola,
Greenberg (2000: 73) further adduces the toponyms Ó Pot£c, pod Vºsmí and Lescq <
*lmsôkm.
Lower Carniolan
In Lower Carniola the palatalisation is abundant in adjectives, as is mentioned
above (Rigler 1963: 174): Ribnica drÙzga, bÓùzga, táçga, dóÓzga, velíçga, Ós&çga,
n&zga, n&çga, further gen.loc.pl. drÙzÎx (also drÙgÎx), n&zÎx (also n&gÎx, nagÌx),
doublets are also found in the ins.pl., loc.sg., dat.sg. (e.g. drÙzmÎ, drÙgmÎ), and to a
lesser extend in the ins.sg. and dat.pl. (Rigler 1986: 360). The palatalisation is also
found in the nom.pl. otr£cÎ, voÓcêl < *völci and in the imperatives recÌ, tecÌ, pecÌ,
vÎ«zÎ, but not in the loc.sg., e.g. Nadanje Selo na pr&gî.

7 The second is my emendation for daruz:ga. The marking of vowel-length and the place of the accent in
Stanonik 1977 look suspicious, but these should not affect the palatalisation.
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Styrian
In Styria, I can find no evidence for palatalisation outside the nom.pl. *otroci:
Zadre~ka dolina utarÓo:câ, but loc.sg. kÎ'rå:kÎ (< *-u), 'tå:kâx, Ho~e otruoci, but
takiga, vÎlkih, Fram otaru:oci, but loc.sg. f saneêgi, toponym f Koapi:Óniki, adjectival
daru:Ógiga, 'sa:kiga, imp. 'ri:e~i, cf. also Oplotnica loc. na 'rû:kî, adj. 'ko:kîga.
Pannonian
As in Styrian, the palatalisation is restricted to the nom.pl.: Slovenske gorice
faru:ûci, Haloze otaru:oci, but 'pä~i, 'rä~i, Kremberk ûtaru:ûci (also ûtaru:ûki), but
darüêgiga, 'pi:e~i. Ramov{ adduces Prekmurje vuckê, vrazgê (with secondary k, g <
*j) with palatalisation (the word for ,child’ is the archaic *dmta here, instead of
*otrokô). The o-stem loc.sg. is not palatalised, e.g., Polana f pot’oki.
Conclusions
The palatalisation in the nom.pl. of the o-stems is common Slovene, although it
is often only preserved in otroci ,children’. The palatalisation in the loc.pl. of the
o-stems is preserved at least in Carinthian, Littoral, Rovte and Upper Carniolan. In
some dialects, the palatalised variant of the root spread to some of the other plural
forms of the word for ,child’.
The palatalisation in adjectives is limited to the central dialects of Upper, Lower
and Inner Carniola, Rovte and Kras.
The palatalisation in the imperative is limited to Eastern Carinthian, Littoral and
Lower (and perhaps Upper) Carniolan. In the other dialect areas, it was replaced by
the affricate from the present tense.
The palatalisation before the loc.sg. endings is found in the northern and western
dialects. Carinthian, (northern) Littoral and Rovte all preserve palatal consonants in
both the o- and the a-stems. The palatalisation in the locative of o-stems has only
been retained before the ending -i or -e, whereas introduction of the u-stem (or
o-stem dative) ending -u usually went together with replacement of the palatal
consonant.
With regard to the loc.sg. endings of the o-stems, the ending -i, which was originally the êo-stem loc.sg. ending, is probably more widespread than is traditionally
assumed. The ending -i occurs in Trubar’s work and in the Podjuna, Kras, Inner
Carniola and Pannonian dialects, as discussed by Ramov{ (1952: 41), but also in
Styrian (cf. Zorko 1998: 119, 130, 143, Pov{e 1988: 253),8 where -i cannot be from
*-m, cf. Ho~e guore, Fram, Oplotnica 'na:tre, and it is found in the Obir, Ter and
So~a dialects, as observed above.
With regard to the retention of palatalisation, the areas in which the five types of
morphophonemic palatalisation occur do not overlap. They are, however, found in
8 Not

from the i-stems, as Zorko (1998) suggests.
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more or less continuous areas. This may partly be due to chance, but it is likely that
the levelling which ousted the palatalisation was often a shared innovation of more
than one dialect area. The loss of palatalisation in all but one category in Styrian and
Pannonian, for instance, may well be due to a common development of those two
dialect groups.
The etymology of {pik
In the light of the second palatalisation in Slovene morphophonology, the etymology of the word {pìk, gen. {píka, which Pleter{nik translates as ,Gebirgsspitze’,
should be reconsidered. Bezlaj et al. 2005, s.v., give a number of possible etymologies, the best of which seems to be the connection with the verb pikati, {pikati ,to
stab, prick’, where the latter variant is assumed to be a secondary derivation of the
former of the type {kropíti next to kropíti (idem, s.v. {pikati I). In my opinion, the
initial sibilant could very well be due to influence from {píca ,sharp point’. Similarly, in Czech the word {pice ,sharp point, top of a mountain’ may have influenced
{pikovati ,to pierce’ (instead of the expected *pikovati). This means that, if {pik is a
derivative of {pikati, it must have been derived after the latter obtained its initial {-.
The semantic derivation would presumably be something like ,to prick’ > ,sharp
point’ > ,mountain top’. The second step is also observed in German Spitze < spitz
,with a sharp point’. However, the intermediate stage ,sharp point’ is as far as I can
see unattested in Slovene.9 I will propose an alternative etymology, which will
account much better for the specific meaning of the word.
The aforementioned German Spitze has a general meaning ,sharp end, point’, but
is also used specifically to designate the top of a mountain and is therefore often
found in mountain names ending in -spitz or -spitze (in Austria, e.g., Säbelspitz,
Granatspitz etc.), or beginning with it (e.g., Spitzegel). Slovene {pik is similarly
mostly found in toponyms, but also on its own meaning ,top of a mountain’. The
latter is attested in Zilja Carinthian {pÌk ,top (of a mountain); tow (of flax)’, loc.sg.
{pëku, nom.pl. {pí~i. Further proof of the etymon I found consists of toponyms.
There is the well-known mountain [pik, south of Kranjska Gora, the top of which is
relatively sharp. Further, the word is found in the Livek (Nadi`a) field name Za
{pí:kam (cf. the parallel Za vÎr’xam), also as a the name of an elevation ['pik, loc. na
[pì:ke ([ekli 2008). Similarly, a coniform mountain near ^rni Vrh (Rovte) is called
[pZk, gen. [pëka (Tominec 1964: 215). Although I could not find other dialect or
toponymic evidence of the word, there must be many other (dialect) toponyms
derived from {pik.
In view of the meaning of {pik and its frequent use in toponyms, I propose to
regard it as a borrowing from German Spitze. Because the word signified a place, the
9 In the Zilja dialect, the word means both ,top (of a mountain)’ and ,tow (of flax)’. The latter meaning
may reflect the more general ,sharp point’, if referring to the fibres, but cf. English top of flax (with top ,tuft,
crest’ < ,summit, uppermost point’).
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form *{pice was interpreted as a locative. The root *{pic- was reinterpreted as the
palatalised variant of *{pik-. As a result, a new nominative {pik was built. The word
was interpreted as belonging a.p. a (Pleter{nik {pìk, Zilja {pÌk) like other borrowed
o-stems with a root vowel -i- or -u-. The -k- was later introduced analogically in the
locative in Zilja {pëku (together with the ending -u and the circumflex tone) and
Livek na [pì:ke. It is interesting to note that the word is found in northern and
western dialects, in those dialects where the palatalisation in the locative is
preserved up to the present day10, and where the locative ending *-m is (and in the
case of ^rni Vrh may be) retained. German Spitze (OHG spizza) was also borrowed
independently in the form {píca ,sharp point’, which reflects the more general
meaning of Spitze and is attested as early as the 16th century (Bezlaj et al. 2005, s.v.
{píca II). Spitze is probably also reflected in the words {píce ,lace’ and in {pëc or
{pícelj ,Pomeranian (dog)’.
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